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The SNEC PV Power Expo is arguably one of,

if not the, largest solar exhibitions in the world.

Located in the bustling metropolis of

Shanghai, the expo covers almost 200,000

sqm spread across 17 halls. This year’s

exhibition housed close to 2,000 exhibitors,

40% of which were from countries outside

China. Alongside the exhibition, the

conference portion of the expo took place

(Figure 1), during which industry leaders, from

China and around the world, presented their

views and updates on the latest trends in PV

technology, industry growth prospects, policy

updates and the overall PV industry outlook.

While attending the various conference sessions and wandering 

around the exhibition halls throughout the week, the following 

were some of my key takeaways
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China is still #1: China is still the

largest PV market in the world and is

not showing any signs of losing top

spot. China installed around 55 GW

of new capacity in 2017 and around 7

GW in the first quarter of 2018, of

which the majority of installations

were attributed to distributed

generation solutions. Government

support of the local solar industry

remains strong and should help China

maintain its PV industry growth

momentum over the coming years.

Panel manufacturers dominate:

While many of the exhibitors

advertised specialized products like

inverters, storage solutions, robotic

panel cleaners and floating PV

solutions (Figures 2 and 3), most of

them were simply focused on selling

one or multiple types of PV panels.

Just by observing the sheer number

of panel manufacturers makes it no

surprise that China is able to produce

on such a large scale at competitive

prices.

Figure	2:	Demo	of	a	floating	PV	system Figure	3:	Remote	controlled	panel	cleaner
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Panel technology is fast changing: The number of unique solar panels being

produced were too many to count. While high efficiency panels were some of the

most commonly advertised, other examples included bi-facial panels, poly solar

modules, mono solar modules, dual glass modules and the list goes on (Figure 4).

Figure	4:	Examples	of	some	of	the	many	panels	on	display

PV	Module	technology	market	share	for	2017	bid	winners	(3rd phase)

A)	P-type	Mono	share- 67%	with	following	break-up:

- Mono	PERC	(conventional/standard	)- 31%

- Mono	PERC	(bifacial)- 34%

- Mono	PERC	MWT	(Metal	Wrap	Through)	- 2%

B)	N	mono	PERC	(bifacial)	- 11%

C)	Poly	PERC-7%

D)	Poly	MWT	-7%

E)	Poly	Black	Si	PERC-7%

F)	N	PERC-1%
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Domestic growth is not the only priority: Although most of the panel

manufacturers were based only in China and sold their products locally, many of

them were looking to expand into new international markets and had actually

partnered up with local entities in different countries to help push their product

sales. However, given the recent, high profile implementation of tariffs in the US,

the expansion of the Chinese PV market into global markets will show slowed

growth, especially if other countries follow suit.

As the expo draws to a close, one can’t help but

remain optimistic about the future of solar in

the global electricity generation mix. Despite

the recent tariffs imposed by the US, the scale

and variety of panels being manufactured

today, not only in China but around the world,

bodes well for the future of the global PV

industry and so I cannot wait to see what new

technologies and solutions future exhibitions

will have in store.


